DEAR SLIANZ MEMBERS
Following is the newsletter as we intended it to be published; April was always our planned release date. We
have decided to keep the content as planned, with Covid19/lockdown information below this message. There is no
information here that has not already been emailed to you.

health.govt.nz/our-work/diseases-and-conditions/
covid-19-novel-coronavirus

A recommendation shared with us by overseas interpreters is that interpreters going into settings where close contact with known Covid-19 cases is possible should take
The SLIANZ committee is working hard to keep you up-to- the same precautions as other professionals working in
date with information pertaining to our work, and will con- those settings. For example, if full personal protective
tinue to use email and Facebook to stay in touch with you. equipment (PPE) is worn by health professionals, then
interpreters should be provided with the same PPE. If you
Rest assured that any crucial information will go out via
are booked by an agency to go into such a setting, please
email, as we are aware that Facebook has limited reach
do make sure to inform the agency as soon as possible so
with some members. Please feel free to post any encourthat they can ensure your health and safety.
agement, tips, or light-hearted lockdown moments on the
SLIANZ members’ Facebook page. We need our colFinancial assistance
leagues’ support now more than ever.
Now that we are in lockdown, we will be affected by job
cancellations and a decline in work. The government's
Essential services
relief package includes a Wage Subsidy (for people who
Deaf Aotearoa has confirmed on behalf of agencies iSign, are experiencing a drop in income of 30% or more) and a
Connect, and Wordsworth that interpreters are included in Leave Payment (which may be used if you are required to
the Essential Services workforce category during lockself-isolate). Some interpreters may be eligible for either of
down. Essential Services remain “open” and workers can these payments, as contractors/self-employed workers are
travel as required for their work. If required to travel for
included.
work, we recommend you ask your agency, or essentialWage subsidy:
service-providing client, to create an official document that
workandincome.govt.nz/products/a-z-benefits/covidyou can show to enforcement agents.
19-support.html#null
All three agencies have confirmed that video interpreting
Leave payment:
will now be offered as a continuation of their existing services, while face-to-face interpreting will be reserved for
workandincome.govt.nz/products/a-z-benefits/covidaccessing essential health and disability services.
19-support.html#null
Health and safety
General information:
The best source of information on Covid-19 related health
workandincome.govt.nz/index.html
and safety is the Ministry of Health's website:
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PICTORIAL UPDATES FROM AROUND AOTEAROA
WIN - By Jenn Gilbert
In the past few months interpreters
in Wellington have managed a few
social get togethers. Right before
Christmas a bunch of interpreters
and some Deaf friends went out for
dinner to Monsoon Poon and then
onto karaoke. After waiting for an
endless stream of hens night
groups to get off the stage, Rachel
Tate and I finally got a chance to
get our groove on, and then Alan
provided a brilliant baritone to
support Darryl's sign singing. Of
course, there was much group sign
singing going on too, no karaoke
night is complete without this!

L-R: Angela Murray, Alisha Dimock, Ginette Harborne, Melissa Sutton,
Lisa Thompson, Jenn Gilbert, Bridgette Strid holding Harry

Earlier this year we had a more low key gathering, a dinner night out. Bridgette’s baby was the star of the show (we
start em’ young), along with sangria jugs. We spend a few hours chatting and eating.
Having time with colleagues to chat about the stresses and highs of the job, as well as everything else going on in our
lives was definitely a highlight of the calendar. I would say most of us in Wellington would consider ourselves much
more than colleagues- we are also great friends.

CNIS
Central North Island Interpreting Squad
was invited to join Palmerston North’s
Deaf Aotearoa staff Christmas lunch.
A good time was had by all.
L-R: Leisa Francois, Sarah Billing,
Kerry Locker-Lampson, Candice David,
Annette Hansen, Katherine Bloomfield.

CHIG
Pic courtesy of Amy Hewgill
L-R: Amy Hewgill, Nichola Robertson,
James Bichan, Jeremy Borland,
Phillipa Shatford, Phoebe Leyten,
Jenna Gutteridge

CONNECT PD: NOVEMBER 2019

Creative Art Workshop for Interpreters : Facilitated by Rachel Coppage
This three hour workshop was held on Saturday 30th
November 2019. It was an invitation-only workshop as
it had not been trialed before, and was therefore limited
to 12 participants (including Rachel).
The intent was to explore the interpreter-Deaf client
relationship, and to address psychological implications
of interpreting in every day work life. Participants were
encouraged to create an image to illustrate the
interpreter’s experience as a mediator between an
oppressed sociolinguistic minority and the dominant
culture.
Connect is committed to a short practice or revision of
an aspect of Te Reo or Tikanga Maori at the beginning
of every PD event. This workshop began with a Karakia
and a ten minute practice of numbers and how they are
structured in Te Reo, from 1 – 1,000 (and more).

Rachel then invited participants to share a short
reflection of their work-related and personal
experiences of 2019, and of “where they were at right
now”. She then explained the intent of the workshop
and the materials available to work with. There was no
expectation of ‘artistic merit’, and there was to be no
judgment. The exercise was to encourage reflection
and expression through a different medium to the usual
spoken word or other modes of reflection.
Everyone was absorbed in creating images for the next
one and a half hours, followed by a ‘round’ where each
interpreter talked about their image. All agreed that it
had been a very calming as well as a thought-provoking
activity. The three hours passed very quickly – all
participants would like the workshop to be repeated
again!

INTERPRETER BOOTCAMP
SLIANZ trialled a new way of undertaking PD at the
start of the year - bootcamp style. It involved short,
regular sessions of various exercises for the
interpreting mind. Participants were sorted into squads
and Zoom and Slack were used for squad meetups,
meaning interpreters from all over the country could
work together, discuss their progress and motivate

“

each other. It was an all-round success and SLIANZ
will be offering more bootcamps this year, especially
during the lockdown, and beyond. Keep an eye on
email and Facebook for details of upcoming bootcamps
in the next fortnight.
Thanks to Janet for providing this great account of her
experience:

I found the bootcamps a great motivator.
I haven't been working as an interpreter for some time and I felt nervous about
where to start in getting back into it. Having a structure that went back to basics,
for me, was really helpful. Starting at the start again reminded me of some of the
challenges and the basic theory of the job we do. It also reminded me of why I
enjoy it.
15 minutes per day was also achievable and I felt like I was making progress. A
part of me felt like I was back in 2002, at AUT, but without the constant terror of
Interpreter Course Tests!
The bootcamp also highlighted strengths and weaknesses - it was helpful to focus
on specific skills rather than think 'I'm just no good at the whole thing.' Leaping
into interpreting the news is not ideal when you have been out of the game for a
while - dissecting the process into manageable bites is much more helpful.
Bootcamp was excellent for dissection!
Having a format where there was live comment and feedback was also great. It
made me feel part of a team. Familiar and new faces all experiencing the same
thing, and able to talk specifically about interpreting work is so valuable. It was
also interesting to see the linguistic dissection techniques of other interpreters. I
learnt a lot from my fellow team members. I know I benefited from honest self
reflection too - it felt like a safe space to reflect.
Thank you to the team, Team Leader Kerry, and to Micky for creating and steering
Interpreter Bootcamp. Would definitely recommend, and would sign up again.
– Janet Wilson

”

CONNECT WELLINGTON PD
On 21st November, 2019, Lynx travelled to Wellington
to facilitate a supervision session for a small group of
Wellington interpreters. Grateful thanks to Micky for
hosting in her fabulous home!
As some of the participants had not attended a
supervision session before, Lynx spoke briefly about the
aims, approaches and models of supervision and a little
about her recent study at the University of Auckland on
stress, trauma and resilience. The rest of the evening was
a practical group supervision session with participants
who were willing to share some reflections on their work
and with input and ‘curious questioning’ from listeners.
Some feedback from the evening:

“

Supervision was awesome and I really enjoyed it.
Because the group was small, discussions were rich
and meaningful and we all seemed in tune with one
another. Interpreting can be really stressful, but having

L-R: Lynx, Jenn Gilbert, Melissa Sutton, Micky Vale,
Judith Reweti, Mona Pointon

colleagues who support you in a constructive way and
understand firsthand what it’s like, is reassuring. It was a
well-structured and informative session and I found
supervision invaluable.”

“

Peer supervision sessions provide different
experiences and learning each time whilst also being
consistent in quality. Being able to discuss situations with
structure and purpose leads to intentional growth and this
in turn helps keep us reflective and safe in our practices.
Highly recommend!”

INTERPRETER STUDIES: LYNX POST-GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION
I began this journey towards a PG Dip in
Professional Supervision (PS) at the University of
Auckland in 2017, having offered both Individual
and Group Supervision to a significant number of
interpreters since 2011 (after a short course offered
in that year by the Coaching and Mentoring Centre).
In the first semester of 2017, I learned about the
purpose and functions of PS, power and difference in
PS, and most importantly, different approaches and
models of PS. This study helped me to refine my
preferred approach and models, as well as giving me a
deeper appreciation of the current theories and
research in PS.
In 2019 I continued with the Diploma and took a paper
in ‘Stress, Trauma and Resilience’ last semester. While
this paper reinforced the importance of self care, and
understanding vicarious trauma (which has already
been addressed by some excellent professional
development to date), it also highlighted the need for
some guidelines in the interpreting profession in terms
of stress and trauma-informed care of interpreters - not
only by ourselves as individual contractors, but also by
agencies, educators and employers of interpreters.

The other interesting aspect to the stress and trauma
course was the notion of resilience:

“

Trauma is the proximal cause, stress is the
resulting disorder, and resilience is the mystery
element.” (Dr S. Woody [University of British Columbia]
personal Communication, August 24, 2019).
I’m particularly interested in resilience among
interpreters; how it differs, what helps to build and what
tends to reduce resilience. I will be offering a SLIANZsupported, online presentation on draft guidelines for
stress and trauma informed care, as well as facilitating
a discussion on resilience, on Saturday 18th April 2020.
I am enrolled in my final paper this semester, which is a
much more self-directed project. I’m hoping to construct
a short survey to investigate interpreters’ perspectives
on the benefits of Professional Supervision, and what
might be some barriers or resistance to it. Please look
out for the survey, which should be coming to you
within the next few weeks.
If there are any interpreters who are considering ways
of giving back to our wonderful profession, I can
thoroughly recommend this qualification in Professional
Supervision. Grateful thanks, again, to SLIANZ for
helping to make it possible through the PD fund.

UPCOMING ONLINE PD:
STRESS AND TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE OF INTERPRETERS
Presenter: Lynx
Saturday 18th April 10am –12pm

resilient may help to identify strategies that can mitigate
the impact of stress and trauma.

It is well recognized within the sign language interpreting
profession that the process of interpreting is inherently
stressful (Bontempo & Malcolm, 2012). Additionally,
studies have shown that most adults have personally
experienced at least one traumatic event in their lives and
that practitioners (such as interpreters) are increasingly
faced with traumatic events – for example, environmental
disasters and violence - through their work (Knight, 2018).

Please contact kerry.slianz@gmail.com to register your
interest, a Zoom link will be sent to you closer to the date.

This presentation and discussion will look at best practice
guidelines for stress and trauma-informed care of NZSL
interpreters. It will present key elements of a traumainformed approach as well as the obligations of
interpreters, interpreter agencies and employers of
interpreters under the Health and Safety at Work Act
(2015). The presentation will also identify some possible
positive coping strategies.
Finally there will be a discussion of resilience. While it is
important to acknowledge stress and trauma in our lives, it
is also vital to understand that such experiences do not
always lead to damaging outcomes (Marlowe & Adamson,
2011). What makes us resilient? Knowing what makes us

GUEST LECTURE AT UBC
On 15th October 2019 I had the privilege of giving an
80 minute guest lecture about my work as an NZSLEnglish Interpreter to a cohort of interdisciplinary senior
students at the University of British Columbia (UBC).
The students had enrolled in an elective course called
Living Language: Science & Society, using “language
science as a model for examining the knowledge they
have gained in their respective disciplines and how to
apply it beyond their graduation, in work and life.”
I have a great deal of admiration and respect for the codesigners and lecturers of the course, Professor Mark
Turin (https://anth.ubc.ca/faculty/mark-turin/) and
Professor Janet Werker (https://psych.ubc.ca/profile/
janet-werker/), and I was honoured to be invited.
A copy of my lecture is available in PDF form; should
you be interested to read it, please contact me:
lynxinterpreter@xtra.co.nz
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